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Introduction – Why Do We 
Need ML & AI for PCAPs

Scale – We don’t have hundreds of thousands of you

Pace of Change: Cloud, CI/CD, and IoT have changed the 
game in Networks

Proactive Network Monitoring lacks the Why

Performance Sensitivity: The bar is getting higher
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The Need to Accelerate Production 

Troubleshooting
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Early Issue Detection & PCAP Collection
PRIORITIZE ANALYSIS BY IMPACT ON SUBSCRIBERS
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Processing large captures to find a 

needle in the haystack..

TShark is a single process utility, does not do parallelization.

1. One approach is to slice/chunk and run multiple TShark threads. There are certain 

challenges:

○ memory representation becomes high by creating multiple threads with pandas

○ Loss of complete flows due to slicing would require re-correlation of packets that are 

a result of the broken flows

2. Another approach would be to collect and reprocess (garbage collection) until you have fully 

constructed all flows

3. The third approach is to have a continuous stream of data, and as the packets are decoded 

from TShark, bucketize the protocols and then perform intra/inter-correlation of packets.
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Purging of Unnecessary data from 
a file using applied AI

AI to identify relevant Network functions, services, subscribers

Decomposing packets into different elements – per subscriber 
failure, per call flow catastrophic failure

ML driven insights for reporting and analytics – deviations, root 
cause histories
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Subscriber level analytics for large 

PCAPs
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Training Models for Root Cause Analysis
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Training Models for Root Cause Analysis
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Diagnostics and integration with 

LLMs
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What are Large 
Language Models?
(LLMs)
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Large Language Models (LLM)

Artificial Intelligence

Machine 
Learning

Natural Language 
ProcessingDeep 

Learning

Large Language Model (LLM)
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Do LLMs think?

• LLMs exhibit the ability to transfer concepts from one subject to another.

• LLMs respond to clues and are able to explain.

• Models were able to “think” long before – it’s just that they think differently from 

humans.

• LLMs can “pretend” to think like a human – so their thinking can simulate ours.

Overview: Why are LLMs important?
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LLM Task: concept transfer

• LLMs exhibit the ability to correlate 

concepts from one subject to another.

• LLMs don’t seem significantly hindered 

by languages.

• This suggests that translation 

happens quickly, on the first 

transformer layers.

• LLMs are able to perform most human-

understandable tasks.

Data Generation with LLMs
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Application of LLMs

Out of The Box 
LLMs

Data Generation for 
Model Training

Open-
Instruction LLMs
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LLM task: PCAP analysis

The root error in the provided PCAP is that the "Total Length" field in the IPv4 

header of Frame 42 is set to 40, which indicates that the total length of the IPv4 

packet is 40 bytes. However, this value is too small to accommodate a valid IPv4 

packet, which includes both the header and the payload. The length should be greater 

than the header length (which is 20 bytes for IPv4) to accommodate the payload data.

Based on the provided information, it is not possible to determine if there is an error in 

the pcap file. The pcap file contains network packet captures, but without further context 

or analysis, it is not possible to identify any specific errors or issues within the 

packets.

To analyze the pcap file and identify errors, you may need to use network 

analysis tools or consult with a network specialist who can interpret the 

captured packets and their associated protocols.
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OR

LLM task: PCAP generation

Root errors
• code 484
• Sip484 address incomplete
• Network element: msc

Pcap

Root errors
• code 484
• Sip484 address 

incomplete
• Network element: msc

Pcap

⇒Would require a lot of data
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GPT4’s attempt at sFlow 

generation

LLM-supported data generation
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GPT4 flow – quick analysis

• GPT4 passes the “believability” test.

• Unfortunately, after generating many more, even an untrained eye can see a red flag:

• There are no new “external” IP addresses generated.

• There are some previously-unseen local 10.0.X.Y addresses though.

• One would usually expect the reverse.

• There might be some prompt styles, especially with the 32K token limit, that allow us to 

generate usable flow.

LLM-supported data generation
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What if we could create an LLM focused 

on telco data?

How can we create a LLM model in order to have 
emergent capability focused for the telco industry?

⇒ To train a LLM from scratch, it requires a large 

amount of data

⇒ Can we fine tune existing LLMs?
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Others successfully tried 

training entire models

LLM-supported data generation
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Commercially unviable:

• LLaMA + Alpaca

• Koala

• GPT4All

• Vicuna

• PaLM 2

• Many others…

LLM-supported data generation
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Training an LLM from scratch?

• LLMs are very much trainable, even if state-of-the-art performance of GPT is unattainable.

• The amount of flow/PCAP data in Telco is virtually unbounded.

• It’s still expensive to train an LLM from scratch.
• Design your experiments carefully.
• Start from a pre-trained model.

Yes, even natural-language pretraining is VERY valuable.

• Know when to abandon experiments and when to abandon the project if needed.

LLM-supported data generation
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Conclusion

• Out of the box LLM can be used for certain tasks.
• Telco industry use data that are very different from what LLMs has been train on.
• We could train or fine tune an LLM dedicated for Networking.

Some remaining challenges:
⇒ Data access
⇒ Data privacy
⇒ Hallucination
⇒ Ethical considerations:

⇒ Should we devote the reliability of our systems on AI?
⇒ Should we put in place safeguards to prevent it?
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Questions & Answers
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